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Hudson calls Fuller " _____ ", an
uncomplimentary nickname describing her
attitude.
This was Robert Riskin's first effort as writer
and ________ .
Minnie the Moocher is this man's song (two
words)
Censors took out the reference (in Minnie the
Moocher) to the King of ______ who gave
Minnie whatever she was needin' and instead
made him the King of Rythmania, who filled
her full of vintage champagnia.
The dog in this movie's name
When You're in Love's setting is in this country
at the beginning of the film.
Grace Moore sings this song (three words)
Jimmy wants to take Louise to the _____
Mountains.
Henry Stephenson also plays the part of Mr.
Bryant in this 1943 Cary Grant movie. (two
words)
Louise agrees to _______ Jimmy so that she can
return to the USA
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Louise needs to get back into the United States
so that she can take part in Uncle Walter's
______________ . (two words)
As Louise Fuller sings, Jimmy accompanies her
on the _____ .
Studio that produced When You're In Love
Thomas Mitchell also plays the part of Kid
Dabb in this 1939 Cary Grant movie. (four
words)
When asked how he managed to get put in jail,
Jimmy answers " _________ ".
Jimmy is to receive $2000 when he and Louise
are married, and a further $5000 after the
divorce (providing this happens within ___
months).
The quality or state of being faithful, Jimmy
asks Louise if she can guarantee this during
their married life
Henry Stephenson also plays the part of King
______ in the 1934 Cary Grant movie Thirty Day
Princess.
Louise Fuller is a rich and famous Australian
_____ singer
Jimmy Hudson's occupation

